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Missing link prediction is a data mining task used to grow a social network by suggesting friends. Learning vector representation of                     
nodes in social networks showed very promising results not only for link prediction but also for node classification and network                    
reconstruction. Vector representations of nodes are typically learned using graph embedding methods. DeepWalk [1] and node2vec                
[2] are prominent examples of random walk-based graph embedding methods, while HOPE [3] and M-NMF [4] are methods based                   
on graph adjacency matrix factorization. Each graph embedding method captures different structural properties of the network at                 
hand and is, therefore, more or less suitable for a given data mining tasks. For example, the degree distribution, level of network                      
sparsity, and homophily are network characteristics that might affect the performance of graph embeddings methods.  
 
The goal of the thesis is to understand which (type of) graph embedding methods are suitable for a given data mining task and in                        
which type of networks.  
 
More specifically, as part of this thesis, the performance of graph embedding methods has to be evaluated with respect to two data                      
mining tasks (i) navigation—finding (short) paths between nodes in a network, and (ii) node ranking—global node importance and                  
importance of nodes with respect to a query.  
 
To this end, the development of a robust evaluation framework allowing for the fair comparison of the embedding methods with                    
respect to the two data mining tasks will be the main part of the thesis. The framework should be written in Python and easily                        
extensible to new graph embedding methods.  
 
Ideally, the insights of the evaluation of graph embeddings would help to develop new graph embedding methods able to support                    
navigation and node ranking networks. 
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